
20 Midterm{ ?F.

3.2 Operationswhich preserve convexityy
2 us 12

=Nonegative weight

In 13

ed sums
no

If fly...) fmare convex (concave),

weights w,i-,wmbi0, then

= fw,f,+...tw mfm is convex (resp. concave).
Note: This meansthat the set of

20composeto affine mappingin

Considerg (x) =flAx+b)for f:1Ri->1Rit EIR
man

.belR
n

g : IR
m HR Hom (g) =rxAx+bEdom) (f]

If ï is convex (concave), then g is convex (rep, concave).



30Pointwisemaximum andsupra mum-\
_

Is fyi-for areconvex other theirpot-wise maxf is convex, in

f = m atfix) (fixia-ifmax))ï

L, ifvia Jensen's inequalityImax
What if E off-i

ïis not finite?
Let's define functionsfoxy) for yetA

f possibly in finite
ï

Consider g (x) =sup
yetfoxy)don (g) =} | x(42)f done.)V yet

sup
yetstay) (a}

If t yet) f (x, y) is convexin x )

then g is convex.Isup
{similarly:if

yetfoxy)
is concave if t yet,flx,y)is concave).

(wryer"
f:1R^x1Rrit71R)



Recall: gilt) = sup yetfoxy)Claim: Iffoxy) R convex to yet, 'then
g is convex on X.

3 line proof using epigraphs:

_ | _vmySince t yet,flay)is convex' epi (Rhyl) is convex set.
Moreover,epilg)

|_
Uuf, 52 F.

ïif,
ax
.

do
glx)ï= epi(f i)in f A

(:y))
of ofepilog) isintersection of convex sets,

so epilg) is convex,=7 g convex. Dom
e .g.

3.7 support fan of a set_

For (Earnof x its support forSC is

Sclx) =sup{XtylyeC} don (s)} = Xpup
yet
*ty Ex}

For any fixed year;the function xtyis affine=) convex.

Sclx) is pH-wise supof family convex fansin sex) is convex.



Ex 3.9Least squarescost as a for of weights_

For 91, "I an £ IR
m and (possibly negative)weights

Wy, '--1won EIR| we want to consider:

glue) =
is

• ^ of weights!inf xfIRmdie.witaffix-pp.
don7: (g{w/in fF. Wait X. 31>-8} x i=

For any fixed x,New; (aitx_b)2 is alinear for in W.
in 0Since g is infimumof Family of linear(hence concave) fans,

g is concave. in W.



Ex 3.10 Max eigenvalve of a symmetric matrix_
Giver XESm, consider

f(x)=7m.ox (x)
largest era ï

= sup} }yt| Xyy11112-1

For any fixed y,jay islinearwit.X.
of FCx)=2max(X) is convex.



40 compositionof functions more generally)in

Considerfix)= h(g(x))7 h: 1Rk1->1= N 'g: IRri=irkif 1Ri_, IR
tom(4=1* Edom(g)) g(x) edom(hit]

Q: What conditions on h & gensured= is convex?

Intuition:n=1,k=l -
Assume h.g twice diffsatiable,don't): donlg)= IR.

when is fix) = night) convex?
L, f" (x) 7.0Fixer

Apply chain rule: f" (x) =his(g tax3) g'(x p+h'(glx))"(x). g
:it

hinonnegative!

ï
t
of non-negative

r
h' non-neg.

h non-decreasing/ h" convex 1 g convex|h I



fly):heights)his convex,h is nor-deer.

G let's apply this!
Considerfix) =eg\x)(thx)= ex

00 ïif g is convex, so is f.
Q: What about fansst. domain * IR?

eg he(x) = log,...t.don (h)=1R++.

For convex h,usin yextended-valueextensionThe(x),we have
conditions:

(w/oassume gdifferSatiability of h & gor that don(g). IR'and don(h) = (R):



a)f is convexf ih is convex)
Theis nor-decreasing, g convex

flx)= high))

P)f is " \\
' in is non in creasing, gconcave

c) f is concave
as "

is hot non-decreasing, g concave
innon in ceasing,g convex.

Note:_ if h is bconvex Thx) = }hex) ifxedomh
x. o/w

- if h is concave ^hlx)=1 hex) if xedomh - Toof
_ abed require: non-in or (non-dear) on all of IR_ '

erghex = logy'don h = 1R+ +
The

_ |r_--0

is concave,

5 non-deceasing on IR
one by (c), if g concavethen fix) = log (g (x)) is concave.



Note:Similarstatements if 471sing:IR's, IRK
h: 'Rats IR

see sin 3.2-4 of text for details.
_
50 Minimization
_

Considerglx) = ifyet
foxy)

I f f is convex in (x,y)is 40 is a convex set,then q M convex.
don(g)= { "(x,y)C domeïfor some yes}

e.g.3.16 Distance
to a set

_

Consider pt xand set SE IR'Ern .

dist (x is)= if
y11 ESX-yll

Ä any form

since 1\x.yll is convexin oxy)if S toï is convex)

the dist (x, s) is core.vex in X.



e.g. 3.15 Considerflay)= XTAx+ 2* By + it
ï

by
(assign:
atAt pixie

R convex iff A>.0)
= [ it[}||Xï man.y
T : X: y

T In !!! a - _ - --A

C

B

BT

A Isis)c it

ï - is carve xx
in

Diff P.O.foxy)
Tr(4,y)

6 ogox)=infy foxy) is convex
wherever De, 0.

g (x)Aside: -= it(A-BetB
T PX

rpseudo-inverse of cESR.


